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OLCR QUICK GUIDE

Once enrolled you can work out your timetable for this semester. Using OLCR, you need to enter class preferences for each of your units. You organise your timetable every semester. For each unit you will be required to attend a variety of class types, e.g. lectures, tutorials, laboratories, seminars and workshops. Different class types are colour-coded.

STEP 1: PLANNING YOUR TIMETABLE
You will need:
	Your unit codes (e.g. ANHB1101) for the semester
	A blank timetable grid


	Go to www.timetable.uwa.edu.au and select ‘View by Units’ from the left column.
	Enter unit codes and select the corresponding semester. Tick ‘Lectures’ then click on
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‘View details’.
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	Planning for Lectures: You can now see the lectures for your units. Check for clashes (where two classes run at the same time). Some lectures may be repeated – these are known as streams (indicated by numbers in brackets). You only need to attend one stream (e.g. either attend stream 1 or stream 2). On the blank timetable, write in your lectures.


	Planning for other class types (e.g. tutorials, labs, workshops, etc): Return to the Timetable website (as in step b) and select ‘All classes’ instead of ‘Lectures’. Click on ‘View details’. If the timetable grid is too overwhelming, scroll to the bottom of the page for the class list.










When an asterisk is displayed next to a class, this indicates that this is a repeated class and you only need to attend one of these options. On the blank timetable, write in your preferred classes. You can now use your handwritten timetable grid to enter your preferences in OLCR.
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STEP 2: USING OLCR

	Go to www.olcr.uwa.edu.au. Log in with your UWA Student ID and Pheme password.
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	You will now see a list of your units. If any of your units do not appear, you are probably not enrolled in that unit. If a unit has ‘disabled’ next to it, it probably does not use OLCR for class registration.








There may be three additional units listed (ACE, CARS, ISE) – these are compulsory online units added automatically to each new student’s enrolment. You do not need to nominate class preferences for these units.

	You will now enter your class preferences one unit at

a time. Click on ‘Enter’ next to the unit name. The number
of preferences you need to enter varies between classes.
You can use the dropdown menu to rank your preferences.
You must enter all of the required preferences as indicated
in the instructions. Click ‘Save’.

In some cases you will be asked to select a number of preferences from ‘unpopular’ and ‘popular’ classes. Make sure that the preferences you select are from both options, as indicated in the instructions.

	Repeat this step for the remainder of your enrolled units.




STEP 3: VIEWING ALLOCATIONS

Once the allocation is run, log back into OLCR to view your allocated timetable.

	Go to www.olcr.uwa.edu.au. Log in with your UWA Student ID and Pheme password.
	Click on ‘Allocs’ from the top menu. This will display your allocated timetable in grid form.
	You may be able to change these allocations if there is space available in your desired
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class. Click on ‘View & Edit Timetable’ to edit classes.

